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Strings For Hope is a Nashville-based social
enterprise. We utilize secondhand musical
strings to provide second chances for survivors
of addiction, domestic violence, and sex
trafficking. Through employment in our Work
Development Program, survivors receive
supplemental income and learn job skills while
in transition. Each of our Makers come directly
from transitional housing facilities, and most of
our strings are donated by musicians and music
stores throughout the local Nashville area.

Our pieces embody everything that Nashville is:

kind
creative
musical 

We provide a completely unique, memorable
experience for your group that educates them
on Nashville, sustainability, and the survivors
we employ. Our sales directly fund our Work
Development Program and each piece
represents material saved from landfills.

Recycle
Rebuild

Reclaim Hope
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Make Your Own Jewelry
Permanent Jewelry
Behind the Scenes
Custom Engraving

Speaking & Sharing
Strings Experience
Private Pop-Up Shop
& Gifting

EXPERIENCES
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Strings For Hope team member(s) will guide your guests through a part of
the jewelry making process then custom size the new piece to their wrist,
neck, or finger. We bring up to 3 items to create with guests. 

MAKE YOUR OWN JEWELRY

Guests can opt out of making a piece and select a pre-made gift.
Machinery and tools brought onsite
Custom Company/Name engraving available
Hourly and per piece rates available
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A unique activity where Strings For Hope team member(s) will pulse weld
14k gold filled chain on guests' wrists. Your party can add up to 2 charms to
one of our select pieces of jewelry.  Charm station set up where your party
can choose their favorite additions.

PERMANENT JEWELRY

14k gold-filled guitar string charm selection 
Hourly and per piece rates available
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Team members are on-site metalsmithing to demonstrate the craft of
creating these pieces.  Great for videos and photos!  Your guests get
interactive education on guitar strings, sustainability, Nashville and our
mission and impact.

STRINGS BEHIND THE SCENES

 Options: 
Demonstration Only ($150/hour)
Demo + Gifting (Free with Gifting of $1000+)
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Team members are on-site custom engraving your Group or Company
name onto select pieces and bars.  They can see the process done right in
front of them and take home something they know is uniquely theirs.
These pieces can also be used as special gifts for select clients or teams to
commemorate their hard work or success throughout the year.

CUSTOM ENGRAVING

 Options: 
Select pieces and bars onsite for guest to choose from
Hourly and per piece rates available
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Our Makers are proud to be where they are today!  They would love to come
to your event and share their story, their journey with Strings For Hope, and
the impact that comes from supporting our mission.

SPEAKING AND SHARING

2 and 6 minute professionally produced videos available for intro or loop 
       (CC or sound)

15 minute speaking followed by Q&A (up to 60 min)
$200
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We provide bins of recycled guitar strings and teach the first step of our
process: sorting and organizing the strings. This is a fun, interactive team
building activity for you to Giveback, hear stories about our program, and get
your hands a little dirty to make an impact. Free flowing experience.

STRINGS EXPERIENCE

String bins/sorting section 
Gloves, tools, eyewear provided 
Impact Report delivered post-event detailing pounds of metal recycled and their
impact
$150/hr per station
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Take a piece of Nashville home with you! You can pre-order any piece or
combination of pieces from our full catalogue.  Each comes in a Strings For
Hope gift box or gift bag with a mission card that explains the  materials, our
mission, and how each item is providing opportunities for survivors.

PRIVATE POP-UP SHOP & GIFTING

 Purchase Options: 
No Preorder/Guests Purchase on site ($150/hour)
Item Quantity Preorder
Guests pick and client billed after
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A. Ferrule Knot Bracelet
D. Bass Bracelet
G. Hope Necklace
J. Nashville Adjustable (customizable) 

J.

B. Traverse Cuff
E. Double Fret Bracelet
H. Warrior Earrings
K. Unity Ring 

C. Classic Bracelet 
F. Odyssey Necklace 
I.  Cross Necklace 
L. Nashville Bass 
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https://stringsforhope.com/collections/bracelets/products/ferrule-knot-bracelet
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Estimate

COST PER

STRINGS FOR HOPE
100 TAYLOR STREET SUITE B2
NASHVILLE, TN 37208 
stringsforhope.com

SUBTOTAL

Notes: Estimate is not a final invoiceable
amount. Expires 90 days from date of
creation. 

QTY TOTAL

TOTAL

TAX



Emily Winters, CEO 
emily@stringsforhope.com

100 Taylor street suite B2
nashville, tn 37208 
stringsforhope.com
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